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The thesis focuses on utility and inventiveness of a patent for a utility 
model, and discusses the requirements of utility and inventiveness of a utility 
model on the basis of introducing the protection system of utility model and 
substantial requirements of awarding patent in other countries. The thesis 
integrates the frequent difficulties in practice and the controversial focuses in 
academe, and puts forward suggestion about perfecting the shortages of the 
utility and inventiveness for a utility model in Patent Law. There are three 
parts: preface, main content and conclusion, in which the main text body has 
three chapters. 
The first chapter mainly introduces the protection system of utility model 
in other countries and substantial requirements for obtaining patent, and the 
characters of utility model and the protection system of a patent for a utility 
model in China, and the stipulations and existing problems on the substantial 
requirements of a patent for a utility model in Patent Law of in China. In the 
article 22 item 3 of Patent Law in China, It presents utility, novelty and 
inventiveness are the three substantial requirements of awarding patent right. 
Because utility and inventiveness judged from the aspect of technical 
characters of patent application, and assessed by the examiner who has 
technology knowledge in each field, it has more subjectivity, which is difficult 
to hold in practice, they have the need to be studied. 
 The second chapter analyzes the meaning of utility of a patent for a 
utility model, and the relationship of utility and sufficiency of disclosure of 
technical solution, and the relationship of utility and contrary to the order of 















the definition of utility and the problems arising from the exam process and 
the controversial focuses in academe. 
The third chapter analyzes the meaning of inventiveness of a patent for a 
utility model, and assesses the state of art and the skilled person in the art, and 
the assessing rules of inventiveness of a patent for a utility model. The thesis 
integrates the foreign patent theories and practices, the practice of 
administrative review and the practice of judicatory trial in China, and puts 
forward some suggestion on how to hold the criterion of the inventiveness of a 
patent for a utility model. 
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第一章  实用新型获得专利的实质条件 
第一章  实用新型获得专利的实质条件 




























































高的发明专利中一并加以保护的。   
在名称方面：不同的国家和地区，对实用新型的称谓也不相同，多数
国家（地区）称为实用新型。法国、希腊、马来西亚等国家将其称为实用
证书或者实用新型证书；称其为小专利( petty patent) 或者短期专利（short 
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